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The Modern Weaponry of the World’s Armed Forces is a treatise of military weaponry. It depicts about fortypresent-day weapon
systems possessed by various nations, describingthreeto fourweapons of each category with images, specifications, origin,
development and design briefly. The weapon systems presented are almost all fromthe twenty-firstcentury orthe weapons
presently under development. Only a very few officers in the three services know the finer distinctions between, say, cruise missile
and ballistic missile, fourthgeneration jet fighter and fifthgeneration jet fighter and howitzer and a field gun. All such nuances are
explained clearly. The beginning explains the ‘history of military weapons’ briefly and ends with information on the missile shield
erected by most countries including India. The missile shield destroys the hostile incoming aircraft or missile automatically. The
missile shield presented is real,existson the ground today and not fictitious. The militaries win thewar with the help of the man who
stands erect in the face of the enemy fire and the weapon that is in his hands. All the students of military science must read this
invaluable book about the gun in the hands of asoldier, what exactly it is and how much it matters.
Fuels, Lubricants, Coolants, and Filters easily helps a reader to understand these wonderful liquids and filters better. By starting
with the basics, it builds your knowledge step-by-step in a very structured manner.

The Diesel Engine Reference Book, Second Edition, is a comprehensive work covering the design and application of
diesel engines of all sizes. The first edition was published in 1984 and since that time the diesel engine has made
significant advances in application areas from passenger cars and light trucks through to large marine vessels. The
Diesel Engine Reference Book systematically covers all aspects of diesel engineering, from thermodynamics theory and
modelling to condition monitoring of engines in service. It ranges through subjects of long-term use and application to
engine designers, developers and users of the most ubiquitous mechanical power source in the world. The latest edition
leaves few of the original chapters untouched. The technical changes of the past 20 years have been enormous and this
is reflected in the book. The essentials however, remain the same and the clarity of the original remains. Contributors to
this well-respected work include some of the most prominent and experienced engineers from the UK, Europe and the
USA. Most types of diesel engines from most applications are represented, from the smallest air-cooled engines, through
passenger car and trucks, to marine engines. The approach to the subject is essentially practical, and even in the most
complex technological language remains straightforward, with mathematics used only where necessary and then in a
clear fashion. The approach to the topics varies to suit the needs of different readers. Some areas are covered in both an
overview and also in some detail. Many drawings, graphs and photographs illustrate the 30 chapters and a large easy to
use index provides convenient access to any information the readers requires.
A richly illustrated reference on sailing ships from around the globe combines more than 450 full-color photographs with
detailed descriptions of various types of vessels and rigging to provide an overview of each ship's specifications,
statistics, unique characteristics, rigging, tonnage, use, owner and crew, and history of each vessel, along with a helpful
glossary of nautical terminology.
Seeing is Understanding. The first VISUAL guide to marine diesel systems on recreational boats. Step-by-step instructions in
clear, simple drawings explain how to maintain, winterize and recommission all parts of the system - fuel deck fill - engine batteries - transmission - stern gland - propeller. Book one of a new series. Canadian author is a sailor and marine mechanic
cruising aboard his 36-foot steel-hulled Chevrier sloop. Illustrations: 300+ drawings Pages: 222 pages Published: 2017 Format:
softcover Category: Inboards, Gas & Diesel
Maritime Technology and Engineering 3 is a collection of papers presented at the 3rd International Conference on Maritime
Technology and Engineering (MARTECH 2016, Lisbon, Portugal, 4-6 July 2016). The MARTECH Conferences series evolved
from biannual national conferences in Portugal, thus reflecting the internationalization of the maritime sector. The keynote lectures
and the papers, making up nearly 150 contributions, came from an international group of authors focused on different subjects in a
variety of fields: Maritime Transportation, Energy Efficiency, Ships in Ports, Ship Hydrodynamics, Ship Structures, Ship Design,
Ship Machinery, Shipyard Technology, afety & Reliability, Fisheries, Oil & Gas, Marine Environment, Renewable Energy and
Coastal Structures. This book will appeal to academics, engineers and professionals interested or involved in these fields.

Advanced Ship Design for Pollution Prevention is a collection of papers reflecting the teaching materials for a Master of
Naval Architecture course developed in the European ASDEPP (Advanced Ship Design for Pollution Prevention) project.
The project was financed by the European Commission within the TEMPUS program.The topics covered in the book inc
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